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Get Ready for Boating Season
Let us help you write your boat coverage with American Modern Home!

• Two programs available - Up to 26 feet in length is quoted under the
 Boat Program
  - Over 26 feet is quoted under our Yacht Program
• Agreed value settlement eliminates depreciation
• Most boat classifications are accepted, examples include pontoon, houseboats,  
 sail boats, ski boats and personal watercraft
• Watercraft values available up to $1,000,000
• Title may be held by an individual, trust, LLC or corporation
• We can offer Full coverage or liability only
• Many discount options available to help in providing a competitive quote
• We have several payment options, 2 pay, 4 pay, 6 pay and monthly EFT

Karen Brooks
Personal Lines Department



97111 - LOGGING & LUMBERING - General Liability

Logging operations can take place in either natural forests or 
tree farms and are necessary when housing developments, golf 
courses or other projects that require substantial clearing of 
timber. The construction of temporary roads for the exclusive use 
by the logger is included.

After selection, a tree is trimmed of its branches and is topped. 
An undercut is started in order to direct the fall of the tree. The 
tree is then cut and felled, and any remaining branches are 
removed. The tree is cut into logs, and loaded onto trucks for 
transport.

The removal of stumps and the grinding of the excess wood and 
bark into chips is contemplated under this classification, when 
performed by the logging contractor.

Have you noticed all the log trucks going down the road these 
days? Well, it takes loggers to cut this timber so it can be hauled 
to the mills. We can provide General Liability with multiple carriers 
rated A or better by A.M. Best Company.

General Liability - Highlights:

• GL limits available up to $1,000,000 each occurrence /
 $2,000,000 aggregate
• Over Cutting sub limits of $100,000 each occurrence / $200,000  
 aggregate available in some states
• Logging and Lumbering Extended Coverage available 
• Defense is OUTSIDE the limits
• Damage to Premises Rented to You up to $100,000
• Medical Payments up to $5,000
• Occurrence – based coverage
• New Ventures acceptable with prior experience
• Additional Insureds available along with Primary Wording and   
 Waiver of Subrogation – we can meet the requirements for   
 WestRock, Georgia Pacific and many others

Bloss & Dillard can also offer other coverages for your loggers. 
Make sure you reach out to us for all your Logging & Lumbering 
risks!

Logging 101

We have all heard the expression “some things never change”.  
That may sometimes be true, but you should never assume 
that things are never changing with your commercial auto 
insureds. You may inadvertently be providing outdated 
information to your underwriter/insurance carrier, not realizing 
that the pricing might not be as good as it could have been 
had you provided updated and correct information. Aside from 
that, you may also be setting yourself up for a potential E&O 
situation down the road.  

We are often asked to quote an upcoming business auto or 
small trucking account renewal with no changes needed, 
no changes in the risk/exposure, etc. That may very well be 
the case with some insureds. However, over the last three 
decades, I have seen multiple instances where renewals were 
lost because your insured was contacted by another agent 
who obtained updated information from the insured, went to 
a different insurance carrier, and obtained a more competitive 
quote. Maybe your insured no longer hauls that particular 
commodity which required a higher cargo limit than what is now 
needed, but you had no idea. Maybe your insured no longer 
travels beyond 100 miles, and you last advised your underwriter 
that the radius was 300 miles. Maybe the vehicle values have 
not been updated for a year or two, and you are still working 
with inflated values that aren’t representative of the current 
values of the equipment.

Each of these things, as well as many others, factors into the 
pricing you are receiving from us. If you aren’t contacting your 
insureds 30-60 days in advance of the expiration date of their 
current policy to get updated and accurate information, and 

to assess their needs, I promise you that someone else is.  
That someone may potentially be able to provide a quote for 
coverage that is not only more competitively priced but is also 
sure to cover the current exposures of your insured, simply 
because they are working with current and correct information, 
but you are not.

I urge you to take the time to meet with your commercial auto 
insureds in advance of the expiration of the policy and treat 
that meeting as if it is the very first one you have had with the 
insured. More is sometimes less when it comes to insurance…
providing more information to your underwriter/insurance carrier 
can often lead to a lesser premium, all because you have taken 
away some of the unknowns about a risk and eliminated some 
of the assumptions that may have been made without the 
updated and current information.

Some Things Do Change

Jeff Wright, Au, TRS
Commercial Auto Department

Kim Henshaw
P&C Department



A Formal Written Safety Program is an extremely important 
business practice that should be implemented by all 
businesses and is a requirement for most classes when quoting 
Workers Compensation Coverage, especially risks that fall in 
the F&G Hazard Groups. 

A Formal Written Safety Program must be in the specific 
business’s name and be unique to its operations. Having a 
program in place shows the business knows the hazards, risks 
and requirements and that they are committed to safety. A 
copy of the program should be given to each employee and 
the business should keep a sign off sheet from each employee 
stating they received and have read the program. The program 
educates the employees of required processes and procedures 
that are to be followed to insure safety.

The next time you are working with a client and ask if they have 
a Formal Written Safety Program and they say no , stress to 
them the importance of having one and recommend that they 
explore the US Department of Labor’s website www.dol.gov or 
OSHA www.osha.gov to aid them in putting one together. 

Having a Formal Written Safety Program in place could be the 
determining factor between obtaining a quote or receiving a 
declination. 

Put safety first!

Two of the main online/cloud productivity suites for sending 
emails, managing calendars, video conferences, creating 
documents and spreadsheets are Google Workspace and 
Microsoft 365.  Utilizing one of these services can greatly 
enhance the ability of a small business, such as an independent 
insurance agent, to collaborate and offer high-level services 
to its customers.  Each service, Google or Microsoft, offers 4 
basic plans, which are based on user.

So, why should you use one of these services, you might 
ask?  One of the biggest features is the ability to access your 
emails, documents, spreadsheets, etc. practically anywhere 
over any device.  Both vendors have various programs/mobile 
apps that allow you to use their various utilities/tools.  Another 
reason is collaboration or sharing of information amongst all the 
members of your office/agency.

Both services offer video conferencing which can also be of 
benefit for your employees to communicate with each other 
and share information. In today’s world with concerns of 
some people and personal contact, this could also be used to 
communicate with your clients or customers.

To wrap up, below are some points to consider when 
reviewing which service you should utilize: 

• Pricing for your office size
• Familiarity of apps (some may already be comfortable with Microsoft  
 products versus Google apps)
• Amount of cloud storage included in each plan
• Working environments
  - If your office has a wide mix of devices and operating systems,  
   Google may work better as it is designed to run entirely online in  
   a web browser.
  - If your organization is entirely Windows-based, Microsoft 365  
   might be a better fit for your environment.
• Ease of deployment from an equipment standpoint would go to  
 Google as all you need is a web browser to start utilizing

For more information, just google “Microsoft 365 versus google 
workspace” and that will provide several websites that provide 
more insight into these services.  If you have any questions 
or comments for me, please just let me know. My email is 
ttooley@bloss-dillard.com.

Safety First

Cloud Services for Collaboration 
in Small Business

Linda Wolfe
Workers Compensation Department

Tate Tooley
IT Department
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Nutrition Facts Per Serving Servings: 12
Calories:  198.2 Sodium:  557.6 mg
Total Fat:  9.6 g Potassium:  308.9 mg
 Saturated:  4.2 g Total Carbs:  11.0 g
 Polyunsaturated:  0.9 g  Dietary Fiber:  0.7 g
 Monosaturated:  2.9 g  Sugars:  1.1 g
Cholesterol:  54.4 mg Protein:  16.6 g

1 package chicken tenders, 
 cooked and diced
10-oz. fresh steamed broccoli, 

cooked
two 10.75-oz. cans of cream of 

chicken soup

3/4 can evaporated milk
1 tsp fresh lemon juice (optional)
1 cup shredded cheddar cheese
1/2 cup Italian flavored 
 breadcrumbs
2-1/2 tbsp grated parmesan cheese

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 350ºF. Prep 9x13” baking dish with non-stick baking 
spray; set aside. In a large bowl, stir together the two cans of soup, 
milk and lemon. Add the chicken and broccoli and mix well. Scoop 
mixture into the baking dish, spreading evenly. Sprinkle the shredded 
cheese on top of the mixture. Mix the breadcrumbs and parmesan 
together and sprinkle evenly over the casserole. Lightly coat the 
casserole with baking spray. Leave uncovered and bake for 35-
30 minutes or until bubbly. 

Chicken Cheese Broccoli Casserole 
ERNESTINE NAPIER / P&C Department


